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Pastor Nathaniel: Welcome to Brothers of the Word because brother you 
need the Word!

Today I’m speaking from the word that God gave me.  On yesterday afternoon his 
spoke “I want you to speak about love”. And the thing about it is I didn’t feel like 
speaking about love. I didn’t want to speak about love. I didn’t have a subject to 
talk about love. I didn’t know where did it come from, just God is love or come from 
Corinthians will all of the attributes of love or I didn’t know what to do or which 
way to go. And I didn’t really feel in my gut; I didn’t feel in my mind that I really 
wanted to talk about love.

My wife and I went out to eat at the restaurant last night and when we got back on 
the way back I told her, I said “I just want to get out and walk as soon as I get 
home. There’s something about in the air tonight. It’s crisp, it’s clean but she said 
“But it’s freezing” I said, “Yes, I know it’s freezing but you may catch the colds and 
I’m not going to catch a cold. I’ve done all 6 days of exercise this week.” I’m not 
going to get sick at all. I feel great, it’s—the air is refreshing to me, it’s not even cold 
but there something about it I just have to get out and walk.

So when we got home I just left the house and I just begin to walk. And I was 
asking God LORD “I don’t feel like preaching about love and it's not the subject that 
I want to deal with” and I don’t know.  And God began to just deal with me about 
that. And I began to think “How do you love when you don’t feel like loving?” Have
you all ever been in that situation, how do you love when you really don’t feel like 
loving.  There are sometimes you just feel like love, you feel like love but there are 
other times you just don’t feel like loving.

And he then began to deal me, with Jesus’ statement when he gave the two great 
commandments. “Thou shall love the LORD thy God with all thy heart and with all 
thy soul and with all thy mind”. And the second is like unto that great 
commandment, “Thy shall love thy neighbor as thy self”. And God just began to 
show me some things. He said the reason that so many people have difficulty loving 
is because they don’t love themselves. Jesus say’s “Love thy neighbor as thy self”
but there is an inherent difficulty and truly, purely loving someone else when you 
don’t love yourself.

And we just left a five-day prophetic healing and deliverance conference in Florida 
and they dealt with a lot of the spiritual things dealing with delivering people from 
certain demonic, satanic, evil and just natural Spirits. And as they taught I 
understood and I began to see that even though they phrased it in Spiritual terms,
it was almost identical to the medical, psychological stuff. And they said that often 
times we deal with things and we have things. There are three levels of spirit or 
demonic oppression that’s on people.
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There is the spirit or demon—you know what you call it doesn’t really matter. The 
point to is, we have forces of things whether they are biological and natural or 
whether they are spiritual they affect us. There are three levels, the easiest level to
deal with is when the Spirit actually is just in you and you may that doesn’t sound 
like that’s too easy to deal with. But from the professionals, those who specialize 
and train, in deliverance ministry, they say, “The easiest Spirit to deal with is when 
just a demon is just in a person.”

The second most difficult are generational curses because it’s not only you but it 
was on your mama and your daddy, and your grandmamma, and your granddaddy, 
and your great grandmamma, and your great granddaddy, and your cousins, and 
your aunts, and your niece, and your brothers, and your sisters. It's not just you, the 
thing has going down through generations. So it’s a spirit, it's a pattern, it's evolved 
in the habit that is multi-generational and they say “That it the second most 
difficult type of spirit to break”. And the most difficult type to break is what’s called 
the territorial Spirit. Sometimes there’s just a spirit over our whole city or a whole 
country and you can walk into place and there’s a spirit of such and such and his 
just over the whole place. The territory is ruled by an oppressive and an evil spirit 
and not only do you have that spirit over and you got all the other generational and
individual stuff under that main territorial spirit.

So the hardest and most difficult to deal with is the territorial spirit but we’re often 
faced most in the Christian arena with those first 2 and in particular I want to deal 
with love but I want to deal loving yourself. Because you can’t love others until you 
first love yourself and as I listen to the teachers teach about deliverance, they begin 
to describe somethings of how generational curses get on us and in us. And that’s 
why generational stuff is real. That’s why when you go to the doctor no matter 
what’s wrong with you, they’re ask you “Tell me your family history, tell me what 
age that you daddy live. Did your daddy have this? Did your mamma had this? 
Does it run in your family?” Now, the doctors don’t use the terminology of 
generational curse but that’s what it is. It’s medical, it’s scientific, it’s hardcore fact 
but you can trace through generations in the very DNA and the cellular structure of 
your body.

Certain stuff you’re prone to just because of who you’re born to, it’s generational. 
The same thing that is true mythically in the body is true in the mind and the 
spirit. You don’t just inherit your tendency for a heart attack from your mommy and 
daddy. You inherit to a tendency for how your heart feels from your mommy and 
daddy. So the stuff becomes generational and they said that often times there is a 
spirit of rejection that we inherit just from even the moment of conception.

Let me explain what I mean about that and as I begin to explain and I’ll begin to 
understand it. Half of those who are listening to me right now whether you’re here
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in this sanctuary, watching me on television or video or listening electronically.
Half of you were conceived and when you’re birth, eminence was known, you were 
met with the spirit of rejection. What do you mean Pastor to the spirit of rejection? 
Half of you who are listening and watching me electronically right now, when your 
spirit entered into this physical realm you were met with the spirit of rejection.

Mommy or daddy had said “I can’t afford this! Oh why now? What we going to do?” 
and you may not think that it affects the fetus but it does.  That’s why even a 
science has shown that if a pregnant takes a child and put classical music up to the 
belly and makes the child smarter. The child can hear on the womb, if they can 
hear the music they can hear your words. And half of you right now who are 
listening to me, you’re born under the spirit of rejection.  Not oh my good it's some 
so delighted. I'm so delighted that you hear my child. Half of you listening to me 
right now, what we going to do? What goes can happen now?

And it boils down to on the milder and too simply you were unexpected to the 
extreme in of do I abort you. Some of you the spirit of abortion even ran deep while 
you were in the womb and the question ran through mamma and daddy’s mind,
some of even daddy said, terminate you and it's the spirit that get into the very 
fetus.  And so it opens their door to the demonic and as you were in the womb, as 
you were dividing and your cells are multiplying.  As your personality in Spirit is 
taking shape, you’re born in reared and formed under the Spirit of rejection and 
when we get here, we don’t understand down the road why we have difficulty with 
intimacy issues. We have difficulty in loving others because we came into the earth 
realm under the spirit of rejection.

And God say’s today he wants to deliver some of you from that spirit and you know 
it without question. Sometimes we don’t like to admit it but it’s subtle and it's there. 
And see that’s the way the demonic always works its subtle. It’s subtle but it’s real 
and it hides in dark corners and in deep secrets but you know it and it’s real. And 
unless you recognize it, confront it, and get rid of it. It will stay with you until you 
go into your grave and you’ll have relationship after relationship after relationship 
at jobs, in school, interpersonal all of this stuff.  And you don’t understand why it is 
that your heart can’t open up. Why it is that you are having these issues? On one 
end you have a problem loving.  On the other end it manifests, that’s called 
dependency. Because you have experienced and were conceived under the spirit of 
rejection, you long so much for acceptance that you take almost anything. You’re 
long so much to find that somebody, just say somebody wants me. That end up 
putting up with stuff that you have no business putting up with.

Sometimes because you were conceived under the spirit of rejection, you even seek
stuff that you know is going to be harmful to you because you feel you are not 
worthy and you feel, you said “Look if mama didn’t want me, if daddy didn’t want 
me. Why in the world should the world want me? Why should anybody else?” And 
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these are subtle spirits that get into your psyche and into your soul and down into 
the bones and the marrow. And half of the people who are listening or watching me 
right now, you were conceived under the spirit of rejection.

What are we going to do now?  We go this baby, you’re pregnant. What are we going 
to do, what are you going to about it baby? What are you going to do about it? Some 
of you have gotten so close that you stood at the door of the abortion clinic and you 
were there in the belly. And that thing opens a gateway that allows satanic to enter 
and unless we remove it. It taints every aspect of our lives and the thing becomes 
generational. Because at the end you will subtly transfer the same spirit to your 
children, that’s what a generational curse is about, unless you break it.  And you 
don’t even understand it, you sometimes can’t even see it but there is something 
about you and it will make your children deep down have a sense of rejection that 
I’m never good enough. I’m never good enough, that’s why you hear so many men 
talking about how I just trying to get my daddy to be proud of me?

You hear it so much and all I was trying to do was get some attention just to make 
my daddy proud of me. And they lived under the spirit of rejection and this thing 
clouded there world from the inside because even in the womb there was rejection. 
And God wants to deliver those of you today and you know without question and
this is not some you have to think about you know it. You know it down in your 
bones, you know it down in your gut that you were conceiving under this spirit and 
it’s a lot it has. It's literally half of everyone listening and watching me right now. 
It's literally half that’s why you got even in divorce rates, it's 2 out 3.  Because one 
was conceived under the Spirit of rejection and don’t know how to love, can’t accept 
love, can’t give intimacy because they believe that oh my goodness, I’m just, I'm not 
worthy.

And then everyone they think everyone thinks they’re not worthy because they were 
born under that spirit and it has to be broken. And I believe that’s why the glory is
in this place today. Because God’s wants that spirit broken, he wants it cast out, he 
doesn’t  want it to get on your children and God’s wants that stuff to end now.
People, we have a destiny and God wants us at that destiny and Satan never wants 
you to know who you are.

Satan wants you to believe that you’re not wanted. Satan wants you to believe that 
you’re no good.  Satan wants you to believe that you’re not worthy. And it’s a spirit 
people to be honest, I wrestle with. After prophet, after prophet, after prophet they 
come to me and they all say virtually the same thing “You have found favor in the 
eyes of God”. But do you know sometimes what my spirit all say? But LORD I got 
so many faults, I got so many problems, I got so many issues.  I think so many 
wrong thoughts.  Sometimes I don’t follow through with all your command so I’ve 
learned how can God have favor? I have problems with it.
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So I know many of you have problems with it. LORD how can you love me when I'm 
so unlovable?  And often times we’re born on to that’s spirit and it doesn’t take 
much, all it takes is a small seed, all it takes is for somebody to just speak a word to 
you and you have word curses over you.  And then the word curse gets in us and we 
started speak in our own word curses. I ain’t go ever do anything, I ain’t ever be 
right I just—. We speak our own curses over ourselves.

And God wants this stuff to end in you and he wants it to end right now. I'm going 
to get all of this stuff in our airtime because there are many of watching and 
listening right know and you’re in that half. I’m going to ask those of you right now 
who know that who I have been talking about is you! I want you to stand up now 
and come down to the altar. We’re still airing on television; this is still in the 
sermon portion God right now wants to bring you into deliverance. Don’t be 
ashamed because I know that half of the folk at least.

Now what I want you to do, I want you to line up but I don’t want anyone behind 
anyone else.  And the reason for this is this “Spirit good or bad”.  The word Spirit 
literally means breath that’s why the word respiration comes from re-aspiration. 
Spirit literally means breath and often times the spirits they reside and they move 
in our breath. That’s why there in our worlds so strong. So we’re going to actually 
breathe this negative, this demonic, this satanic spirit. We are going to actually 
breathe it out and I don’t want it breathing on anybody else.  That’s why I want you 
to standing behind anybody.

Because you got enough stuff in your own to have somebody else’s stuff breathing on 
you.  So make sure that everybody—we have to stretch out a little bit further, make 
sure that everyone and no one stands directly behind anyone. I’m going to ask 
Pastor James and Minister Stephanie to join me because they completed the class of 
C. Elijah and Reverend Williams, they had to leave early and they had to leave 
before they got the deliverance trainings.  So we have an actual degree but I can tell 
something, a demon don’t give a hoot about a degree.

Demon doesn’t give up, there’s only one thing that makes a demon tremble. It 
doesn’t  give a hoot about a degree, the only thing that’s scares a demon is the 
name.  And we are going to order that name over you today. We are going to create 
a declaration; I’m going to ask you to do several things.

The number one, do not close your eyes. If you’re watching on television, if you’re 
listening on the internet do not close your eyes. Keep your eyes open, keep your 
eyes on me and watch me. Sometimes if you close your eyes, this is what they told 
us some the deliverance.  There’s a reason for that, do not close your eyes. I’m going 
to ask for your permission to anoint you and to touch you. Do I have your
permission to touch and anoint you and the other Pastors? Amen!  
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So I’m going to ask for your permission, I want you to keep your eyes open. Don’t 
close your eyes. I want you to take a deep breath in and out. You breathe in 
through your nose and you breathe out through your mouth.

So the demon comes out through the words that you shall speak. So constantly 
breathe, do not hold your breath and I want you to speak in English and not in 
tongues. So those are the commands.  So I want you to speak whatever is clear, 
everybody can understand it.  So you keep your open on me, you speak English, you 
breathe in and out and we are going to anoint you. I want you to just raise your 
hands all who are here, if you’re electronically viewing or listening to this and you 
know you’re in that 50%. I want you to raise your hands also. 

And I’m going to call and declare right now.

Dear heavenly father in the name of Jesus, I speak right now to every person within 
the sound of my voice who has there hands raised and who recognizes that there are 
things with in them that have been implanted and it had been hindering their lives.
In the name of Jesus I call that spirit of rejection, I call that spirit of lack of 
intimacy, I call that spirit of self loading, I call that spirit of inferiority, I call that 
spirit of feeling that they are not worthy in the name of Jesus I call it out of them 
right know and I send it to where Jesus would send those spirits.

Father right now I call out of them, all of the negative spirits, all of the negative 
things. Father I call out and I cancel right now every word curse that they have 
spoken over their own lives and every word curse that other has spoken over their 
lives. Dear Father I call it out in the name of Jesus right now and send it to where
Jesus would send those demons Dear Father.  

Father right now I pray that they’re able to feel an infusion of your Holy Spirit right 
now Dear Father.  That they are able to feel themselves being re-born Dear Father, 
being renewed, I call of the generational curses.  And right know in the name of 
Jesus we break them Dear Father.  We snap their power, Dear Father we send 
those demons to where Jesus would send them Dear Father. And we call a newness 
upon their life and upon their spirit right now in the name of Jesus.

Father right now we even cancel every word curse that they have spoken over their 
children Dear Father. We right now infuse them with the power and with the 
ability to love un-equivalically Dear Father. We call a new change of spirit right 
now in the name of Jesus. I’m going to ask Minister Stephanie to come and 
proclaim and declare over you as I begin the anointing process and after Minister 
Stephanie finish this, Pastor James will conclude us.

Minister Stephanie: As the Pastor stated, demons enter by words and they exit 
by words. So we need to breathe in the Holy Spirit. Come on just breathe in –
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breathe in through your nose, breathe in through your nose. Now let it out blow, 
blow, blow, blow… Let it all the way out, let it all the way out, let it all the way 
out… And some of you have needed a double dose. Come on breathe in the Holy 
Ghost. Breathe in the Spirit of God. He’s been waiting for this very moment and 
he’s been waiting—blow it out, blow it out, blow it out, blow it out…

See the demons coming out. See them coming out. You felt them coming in and let's 
watch them leave in the name Jesus, by the blood of Jesus. Hallelujah, hallelujah, 
hallelujah, hallelujah…

Now a fresh impartation of the blood of Jesus is coming upon you right now. Oh we 
thank you LORD for filling them in the name of Jesus. We thank you for replacing 
love God. We thank you for the place, replacing peace that surpasses all 
understanding. Oh right now we thank you for cancelling all those evil dreams. We 
thank you for cancelling all those death wishes. We thank you for cancelling the
cutting that was being done. We thank you for cancelling molestation that had been 
done. We thank you right now God for removing all the curses that they been 
speaking over themselves.

Oh we cancel in the name of Jesus.  They drop to the ground dead right now. We 
believe and know God.  We thank you right now. Just that all of these hearts, 
Father all that hardened and crusted ground that have been placed over these 
hearts is being broken in the name of Jesus. Oh we thank you God that as they 
breathe from this day forward, that all the evil that have been done in their life 
Jesus. We thank you that have made them new and whole. That every demon 
posses curse in to them, it's cancelled in the name of Jesus. Cancelled in the name 
of Jesus, the blood of Jesus was not just shed for any reason. It was shed to set us 
free and we thank you God that we can walk in freedom. We don’t have to be afraid 
to love or receive love because it’s by the blood shared Pope Christ of Jesus Christ 
that we can love, that we can open our hearts, that we can trust you, that we can 
trust others, we can trust ourselves. I thank you LORD!

I thank you LORD that you love them so much, so much that you desire to see us 
set free and whole. And right now we just bestow and restore, and replenished how 
the love of God that have been lost. All the many nights that we felt lonely, LORD I 
thank you for being right there, I thank you for holding us and keeping us from 
hurting ourselves. I thank you for the protection from the demonic to bring us to 
this place today.  To be may free, to be set free. Oh breathe in the Holy Ghost, 
breathe in the Holy Ghost, and breathe in the Holy Ghost. Just smell him, he is a 
gentleman. I’m telling you all welcome in this place. Tell him you are welcome in 
this, he’s not going to enter unless you want him too. Hallelujah for the blood of 
Jesus.  Oh let it run down.
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On fresh anointing he said, “I prepared the table before you in the presence of your
enemies”. He has anointed your head with oil and your cup runneth over. Surely 
goodness had mercy will follow you all the days of your life and you will dwell in the 
house of the LORD forever. Oh no curse can come against you now because you’re 
blood bound by the blood of Jesus.

Hallelujah! Calvary held it all, Calvary held it all! Oh we give you a Glory LORD, 
we praise in your name.  We’ve lift you high. Hallelujah for this day. Thank you 
LORD, 2009. We are set free.  Hallelujah! Oh Glory Jesus. Oh we impart it to each 
in every person the love that they’ve been missing. The freedom to open and love, 
the freedom to smile Lord, the freedom to receive love – to give love, the freedom to 
hug, the freedom to be hugged.

Hallelujah LORD. Oh we just thank you. Breathe in the Holy Ghost. Oh! Breathe 
him a fresh. Hallelujah!

When you wake in the morning and now you can say thank you LORD that I know 
your love. You can say thank you Father because I’m loved. I’d feel your presence, 
there is nothing you can do to change the fact that Jesus died for your sins. Nothing 
you can do to change it. Oh we give you Glory Father. Hallelujah!

Pastor James: And now that the Spirit of rejection has been cleansed from your 
being. We’d now speak unto the five senses and to seal them with the blood in the 
name of Jesus. I’ll speak unto your ear gates and claim that it be sealed with the 
blood of Jesus that there would be no spirit of rejection. That there would be no 
spirit of hatred, that there would be no spirit of loneliness. They shall speak unto 
you no spirit but that of the living God shall enter and speak into your ear gates.

And I speak unto your eye gates that they’d be sealed with the blood in the name of 
Jesus. That you shall see only the Spirit of the living God, that no influence of the 
demonic would be able to pierce – that you’ll keep your eyes focused upon the 
LORD.

And I speak unto your smell, the nose gate and I command discernment to come in 
to you to be able to smell and tell that which of God and that which is not of God.
That you will able to reject that which you detect is not of the most high God. And I 
seal your nose gate in the name and the blood of Jesus.

I speak unto your mouth gate and I seal it in the name and the blood of Jesus. And 
we command only the words that God would have you to speak. Words of truth, 
words of love that come out of your mouth gate, that life will come out of your 
mouth then give life unto others as you’ve received the life.
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And I speak unto your touch gate, your sense of touch and I seal it in the name and
in the blood of Jesus. And I command you to touch no un-godly things that he will 
get, that even the things that you touch, that they anointing will flow even through 
your touch and will seal these five gates of the flesh in Spirit in the name and in the 
blood of Jesus.

And now we call for the inner feeling of the Holy Ghost to come and replace that 
vacuum that was created as the spirit of rejection has left.  We don’t allow room for 
any other spirits to come in and reside but we call the Holy Ghost to breathe on the 
inside of you. We call for the Holy Ghost to fill those baron places. You speak life 
into your life into your life until you... We speak all them to you right now. Love we 
speak to fill the inside. Places of the heart that may have been lonely, that may 
have felt rejected and we speak the God of love unto you. He is love, he is love! Fill 
them LORD, fill them LORD God of love, and fill them LORD.

Fill them with your love LORD, with your Spirit oh LORD. No spirit but thine oh 
LORD. No power but thine oh LORD. Love of all, we have the LORD God.

[Speaking in tongues]

Thank you Lord for this is a work of you Oh Lord and not on man Oh Lord. Thank 
you Lord for that which the enemy Lord has meant for harm, you’ve meant for their 
good oh Lord. Thank yo for the testimony Oh Lord that shall come from this service 
Oh Lord.  We thank you for love and breathe to them Oh Lord.  For there was 
rejection Oh Lord, that love Oh Lord and your Spirit will go down through the 
generations Oh Lord. That will change Oh Lord. We’re coming from this end 
booming oh Lord. Lord me show no longer sin rejection but shall send love through 
the generation, stop a generational curse Oh Lord. That you give a generation of 
blasting Oh LORD for those who had stood up Oh Lord and say I believe that the 
one truth out of Oh Lord, I believe in his Son Jesus that died upon the cross for my 
salvation oh Lord.

We thank you LORD from moving in your people oh LORD and in thy hearts hearts 
right now Oh LORD. Thank you LORD and we pray that you have your will in 
them, have your will in this place. We pray, thank you. Thank you LORD. We seal 
it in the name of Jesus in the name of Jesus.

Pastor Nathaniel: God says, “Do not watch fall off of the next 24 hours. Now 
you are going to have this as—oil it is actually dripping down some of your faces.
Do not wash it off for the next 24 hours; it’s now 12:30. Our time is up and the job 
is done. Bow your heads.  Dear Father, we thank you for thy work and thy glory it 
is done in the name of Jesus. Amen. You are dismissed.


